ENGINEERING PROJECTS (INDIA) LTD.
   (A Govt. of India Enterprise)
   NERO – GUWAHATI

Date: 01.05.2017

Corrigendum no. 1

TENDER FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF BALANCE WORK OF LAKHISURI (PLATOON LEVEL) NEAR BP2330/M DEVASURA (COMPANY LEVEL) NEAR BP2327/15S, DURSURI (PLATOON LEVEL) NEAR BP2327/1RI BOP’S ALONG INDO-BANGLADSH BORDER IN THE STATE OF MIZORAM FOR MINISTRY OF HOME AFFAIRS

Ref NO.: NERO/MMD/664/248  Date: 25.04.2017

The intending tenderers are requested to take note of the following:
The scope of construction of balance work pertaining to work for DURSURI (PLATOON LEVEL) stands deleted from the present tender. The revised amount of EMD, BOQ etc shall be published shortly.

All other terms and conditions of NIT No. NERO/MMD/664/248 dated 25.04.2017 remain unchanged.

General Manager